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ADOLESCENCE, BARREN, CLASSIC,
DELEGATE, EMBARRASS, FASCINATE,
GENERATE, HASTE, HEREDITARY, IMPLY,
INSPIRE, JURY, LOGIC, MARVEL, NAVIGATE,
OBLIGATED, PERPLEX, PRESTIGE,
RATIONAL, SOPHISTICATED, TRAGEDY,
UNCERTAIN, VOCATION, WITNESS
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AcrossAcross
2. occupation

6. see

2. occupation
6. see

11. puzzle or confuse

20. produce or be
the cause of
something

puzzle or confuse21. entrust
11. interest
13. spark
or
22. find
your way
interest or wonder,
capture
the attention of
wonder,
capture
13. spark
from
one place to
the attention
of
14. infertile
another
14. infertile
time
between
childhood
and
adulthood,
23. pertaining
toteenage
traits years
17.
17. time between
transmitted
from
19. the science
childhood
and of reasoning
parent to offspring
adulthood,
cause of something
20. produce or be the
24. renown or
teenage years
influence
21. entrust
19. the science of
22. ﬁnd your way from one place to another
reasoning

DownDown

1. great speed, often
10. representing the
speed, often combined with urgency
1. great with
combined
best of its kind
urgency
3. bound
12. group of people

3. bound
that decides
to happen
4. inﬂuence, motivate, or cause
outcome of trial or
4. influence,
motivate,
5. suggest something indirectly
contest
or cause to happen

7. reﬁned
15. make someone
5. suggest
something
feel ashamed or
unsure
or
hesitant,
undecided
indirectly
8.
uncomfortable
7. refined
9. disaster
16. sensible
8. unsure
or hesitant,
the best of its kind
10. representing
18. wonder at or be in
undecided
of of trial or contest
outcome
12. group of people that decidesawe
9. disaster

15. make someone feel ashamed or uncomfortable

23. pertaining to traits transmitted from parent to oﬀspring

16. sensible

24. renown or inﬂuence

18. wonder at or be in awe of
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